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1. La Gaude
2. Mountain farm
3. Le Baou de St. Jeannet
4. Houses and hills
5. Cenac
6. Black house
7. Village in Provence
8. Village in Perigord
9. Feudal chateau
10. By the lower gate (Domme)
11. The port (Nice)
12. Encircling hill
13. Lonely tower
14. Shuttered house
15. Mountain, hill and town
16. Gattieres
17. Stone house (The artist's studio)
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16  The top of the hill  30  8825 Akron A.I
19  The blue shutters, #2  "
21  Across the valley  "
22  Study in reds  "
23  Castelnaud  "
24  Village street  "
25  Rainy day (Domme)  "
26  Tower and trees  "
27  At Rocamadour  "
28  Red roofs  "
29  Village Provençal  "
30  Deserted houses  "
31  Blue shutters, #1  "
32  Piazza Erbe, Verona  "
33  Church of the Redentore, Venice  "
34  Early morning, San Marco  "
35  Canal, Chioggia  "